And, again,
all together...
Editor’s note

Pictures help. When I look at the images
of Mark Haim’s This Land Is Your Land,
I can feel the dancers’ footfalls as though
they are my own. The rhythm and the sassy
purposefulness of their gaits are somehow in
my own body now. I can feel how Jim Kent
carried his weight, so nonchalant in his gold
lamé pantsuit, and I feel liberated. I can feel
the carefree squareness of Beth Graczyk’s
sashay and it makes me happy. Inside my
desk-job body, I can feel the dance. The
dance is still dancing. And in this way, dance
is not so very ephemeral after all.

mark Haim’s This Land is Your land:
from On the boards in seattle...
to the american dance festival in Durham, NC...
after a tour to the ArtDanThe Festival in paris...

When I look at these three images, I can
hear my friend, who hates naked dance,
urging me to go see this piece because
it’s worth the nakedness. I can feel the

(left–right: tim summers 2010 photo;
Grant Halverson/ADF 2013 photo;
mark haim 2013 photo)
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Dance is ephemeral. Which is one reason
I talk about it and write about it—because
I love it and I want to make it last longer. I
want there to be a memory and a record that
something significant happened.

coexisting,
coexciting...
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person sitting on my right glowering at the
repetition of this piece, muttering: “Here’s
my theme: Let. Me. Hit. You. O. Ver. The.
Head. With. It!!!” I can feel the person on
my left, bouncing to the tunes, busting out
a joyous “Oh, yeah!” each time a costume
change surprised her. I’d like to think I heard
her shout “Amen!” but this is Seattle, so I
have to doubt that particular part of the
memory.
Before the show’s 2013 tour to Paris, I saw
This Land Is Your Land at PNB studios,
which I thought was kind of funny and kind
of marvelous. I loved seeing these dancers
walk, walk, walk, walk, walk, walk in a
studio that the next day would be filled with
tendus and pirouettes, not annihilating them
or degrading them, but coexisting.
We do have such breadth and depth of
dance here in Seattle, coexisting, coexciting.
Which brings me back to the beginning of
this introduction (Oh, yeah!) and to the
point of this annual (Let me hit you over the
head with it): Dance is ephemeral, but we
love it, and we can talk and write about it.
There can be a record. Pictures help. And in
this way, dance is not so very ephemeral after
all. Amen!
		

—Rosie Gaynor
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